
Introducing:

Transfo  rm how your firm works
with HighQ and Thomson Reuters

HighQ for law firms  

Promote
Enhance your brand, market your products and 
services, and attract new clients.

Engage
Improve your client experience by delivering 
more transparent, efficient, and valuable 
services.
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Deliver
Create new ways of delivering legal services and 
products that can differentiate your firm.

Communicate
Securely share messages, files, data and 
information with stakeholders inside and 
outside of your firm.

Capture
Collect knowledge and data as you work, 
improving the way you work and the decisions 
you make.

Broadcast
Easily disseminate timely information to your 
firm about events, news, projects, and more. 

Publish
Empower your people to easily share, 
contribute, and access expert content, media, 
files, and tools.

Collaborate
Work efficiently with external and internal 
teams on matters, legal projects, and files.



Unleash your firm's potential with 
enterprise-grade features 
HighQ’s secure content collaboration platform is packed full of innovative features right  out of the box. 
It’s a workspace where invited users can securely share information and  collaborate on projects. Each 
workspace includes Files, Wiki, Blog, Tasks, Events, iSheets  and People modules. Other features are 
integrated throughout the application, including  activity streams, microblogging, private messaging, 
commenting, liking, notifications,  people profiles, search, filters, favorites and tags for a dynamic and 
engaging experience.  

Made for mobility 
Regardless of how you access HighQ — desktop, 
tablet or mobile—the responsive  design provides 
an optimized experience on any device. 

Private cloud 
We host the platform in our own private  cloud in 
seven data centers around the world. You decide 
where to store your data and it stays there.  

Simple and fast deployment 
Our approach delivers the benefits of rapid 
deployment, frequent upgrades and easy 
scaling with no maintenance headaches. 

Powerful toolkit 
With a modern API, we can fit into your existing 
infrastructure and integrate with key enterprise 
systems, such as SharePoint,Active Directory 
and SQL Server.    

An amazing user experience 
The consumer-grade interface and design, 
combined with enterprise-grade technology, 
provides a powerful and intuitive user experience. 

Dedicated instance 
We provide you with your own dedicated instance, 
so you get to choose how it’s configured, when you 
upgrade and how it’s branded. 

Enterprise-grade security 
Built for the enterprise, independently tested 
and ISO 27001 certified so you have the high-
grade security and control you need for your 
sensitive data. 

Infinite possibilities 
The combined benefits of the powerful  feature 
set reduce cost, administration and integration 
overheads and simplify your business and 
technology landscape.  

Learn more about how our solutions can help 
your legal department work smarter.
Visit legal.thomsonreuters.com.au/highq 
for more information. 
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